
MODERN ACADEMY SR. SEC. SCHOOL, NAUTANWA- 
MAHARAJGANJ 

HOLIDAY HOME WORK  
CLASS- VI (2020-21) 

                                                 
Let’s Pen The Pandemic: Covid-19 

“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic. It takes determination and hard work.” 

General instructions: 
 Revise the lessons done in all subjects. 
 Complete the given Activity work on A4 size sheets, subject wise and keep it in a 

folder. Remember to write your name and class. 
English   Write kind of Pronoun in a circle on chart paper and  
Draw picture and write poem on chart paper. 
 
Hindi  

Write 2 times all Ques. Ans. From book & Copy. 

Math’s 

1. Write the successor and predecessor of 999999 and find their difference? 
2. Write 86324805 separating periods in Hindu-Arabic system? 
3. Find the place value of 6 in the numeral 48632950? 
4.  A factory produces 6985 screws per day. How many screws will it produce 

in 358 days? 
5. The mass of a cylinder filled with gas is 30 kg 250 g and the mass of the 

empty cylinder is 14 kg 480 g. How much is the mass of the gas contained in 
it? 

6. A rope of length 10 m has been divided into 8 pieces of the same length. 
What is the length of each piece? 

7. The total population of a city is 28756304. If the number of males is 
16987059, find the number of females in the city? 

8. Find the difference between the number 738 and that obtained on 
reversing its digits?   

9. Write the largest number of different digits formed by using the digits 2, 4, 
0, 3, 6 and 9. 

10. Creative Activity work:  Definition:- Natural , Whole, Odd, Even, Prime, 
Composite, Co-prime with examples on chart paper and decorate it. 

 

 



Science 
1- Draw and write about function and source of some Minerals .... 
2-  Function and source of some Vitamins..write in a chart paper(given in page no. 

20,21) 

3- Write and Learn Questions answers all exercises of chapter 1,2 ...In your rough 
copy write 2 times. 

 Social Science 
Q.1 . What is History? 
Q.2. Why do we study history? 
Q.3.  What is a manuscript? 
Q.4   Name two secular books?  
Q.5.  Who is archaeologist? 
Q.6.  What is meant by the" Solar System"? 
 Q.7. Name all the planets according to their distance from the sun? 
Q.8.  What is the Universe? 
Q.9.   What is the true shape of the earth? 
Q.10. What is the globe? 
Q.11.  What is leap year? 
Q.12.  How do we explain diversity? 
Q.13.  What is Government? 
Q.14.  Explain levels of Government? 
Q.15.   What we get from forests? 

Computer 

1):- Difference between microcomputer and mini computers?  
 2):- What is Hardware?  
 3):- What is a Input Device?  
 4):- Name the difference types of Input Devices?  
 5):- What is Output Device?  
 6):- Name the difference types of Output Devices?  
 7):- Learn and write Chapter-1 and Chapter-2 all questions/ Answer and find all  
        Exercise chapter-3. 
 8):- Write the full of the following-  
      a):- DVD___________________________________________ 

      b):- FTP___________________________________________ 

      c):- CGI ___________________________________________ 

      d):- MBPS ________________________________________ 

      e):- DOS __________________________________________ 

      f):- IRC __________________________________________ 
 

NOTE: FOR ANY QUERY CONSULT YOUR SUBJECT TEACHER’S  
********************* 


